NADE Outstanding Proposed Research Award
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Purpose of award
This award supports future non-thesis or dissertation research or research in progress by a NADE member.

Criteria for evaluation
- NADE membership
- significance to the field of Developmental Education
- theoretical/research basis
- rationale for the study
- theoretical basis and description of research methodology
- projected applicability of results
- quality of written presentation
- projected timeline

Special features
- $500 stipend (to be shared if more than one person is involved in the project)
- invitation to present at NADE conference as soon as the research project has been completed

Directions for application
- prepare 4 copies of the research abstract that describes all the award criteria (maximum of 15 double spaced typewritten pages)
- include title page and “Works Cited”
- no identification of author or author’s employing institution should appear except on the cover page as described in the General Application Procedures
- See Appendix W or NADE website for specific requirements for submission of application packet to the Awards Committee Chair by November 15.